Classification of proteins based on the properties of the ligand-binding site: the case of adenine-binding proteins.
Comparative analysis of protein binding sites for similar ligands yields information about conserved interactions, relevant for ligand affinity, and variable interactions, which are important for specificity. The pattern of variability can indicate new targets for a pharmacologically validated class of compounds binding to a similar site. A particularly vast group of therapeutically interesting proteins using the same or similar substrates are those that bind adenine-containing ligands. Drug development is focusing on compounds occupying the adenine-binding site and their specificity is an issue of paramount importance. We use a simple scheme to characterize and classify the adenine-binding sites in terms of their intermolecular interactions, and show that this classification does not necessarily correspond to protein classifications based on either sequence or structural similarity. We find that only a limited number of the different hydrogen bond patterns possible for adenine-binding is used, which can be utilized as an effective classification scheme. Closely related protein families usually share similar hydrogen patterns, whereas non-polar interactions are less well conserved. Our classification scheme can be used to select groups of proteins with a similar ligand-binding site, thus facilitating the definition of the properties that can be exploited to design specific inhibitors.